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—This paper presents a modified two-level three-phase

adopting a modified Space Vector PWM modulation, oriented

to flow at every CMV variation, so that high pulse-width

currents. Passive solutions, adopting passive filters at th

size [3]. Depending on the application field, one aspect or th
other may represent a more significant drawback. For example

[4], while cost still is significant in more traditional, ind
based applications. Furthermore, since these currents flow

in case of carbon fiber structure used in modern aircraft

This paper proposes a modified two-level inverter to solve

adopting specific control strategies. In [6] and [7] several

modulation. For systems including a rectifier and an inverte

supply AC voltage waveform for the definition of the SV

rectifier/inverter configuration, synchronizing the rectifier and

1, was proposed for the first time in [11]; since then,

offers benefits such as reduced switching losses, small

Adopting a specific modulation, it can reduce the average



as a consequence the efficiency is lower than in the

widely. It exhibits good efficiency, can minimize stresses

DC/DC boosted PWM inverter is the best configuration.

a modified topology with respect to the impedence-source

benefits such as a constant input current and less stress



The CMV is defined as the average of the voltages between

shows the eight configurations of the inverter for the eight S

7, first

shows the configurations of the inverter which are put in plac



Figure 9. Configurations of the H8 inverter for the eight Spac

the devices, therefore not causing a significant unbalance i

need a current flowing from the DC side to the AC side in

a novel Space Vector (SV) strategy, specifically developed

Figure 10. Configurations of the H8 inverter during transiti

modulated duration, plus the proper inactive state fulfilli



without a specific angular width, represented as very narrow

sequences must begin and finish with different active states

f five

difference (in terms of switching configuration) they have w



introduced a RL load in wye connection, with floating neutral
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which are responsible for additional losses. The efficiency

power IGBT (Infineon IKW50N65H5). Figure 19 illustrates

of the H8 topology: the efficiency detriment results about

configuration and the two proposed modulations, it is possib

an efficiency improvement from

configurations of the system.

Figure 19. Efficiency performance for different combinatio

one, the following three operational configurations of the



NS-SV modulation, with a fixed modulation index of 0.6,
and in case of H8 with CCMV-SV modulation with a fixed

second testbed was the double than that in the first one.

(Fig. 21(b)); finally H8

In this work a modified two-level inverter was developed

source and a passive circuit able to fix the voltage of the

filter con-
figuration reduces common and differential modes dv/dt at th



main dm/cm emi filter stage of a bidirectional three-phase th
pwm rectifier system,” in

[3] C. Choochuan, “A survey of output filter topologies to min

e emc filter
for an interleaved three-phase pwm-rectifier system for air
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